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Angry birds 2 walkthrough

View source this is a project to complete all level walkthroughs for Angry Birds games. To see what a walkthrough page should look like, see Boiled Egg 1-1 (Angry Birds), Pig Bang 1-1 (Angry Birds Space). (Note: Some Angry Birds games will not be included in this project. For example, the levels in Angry Birds 2 are random.) To receive
an open request, delete the Angle after the specified section and replace it with your username/signature. If the user has not completed the specified section and wants to continue, add Continue (your username). If you have finished writing all the reviews in the section you specified, type (Completed) after your user name/signature or for
more, type Completed (your username). For the Progress Column, click Use the following options that correspond to the progress made in each section: Progress is made only 0 1-24% Progress is made 25-49% Almost Done 75-99% Done Done 100% Done Thing out: Remove any sighted information remove any sighted information
remove any sighted information online Angry Birds Scorethrough Eaglewalky walky Birds Seasons Score walkthrough Mighty Eagle / Dragon Walkthrough Angry Birds Rio Score walkthrough Mighty Eagle walkthrough Angry Birds Space Space Score walkthrough Space Eagle walkthrough Bad Piggies Progress Rise and Pig Nicky bailey
initiated (created pages) Continue AquaChoco1997 (images and cleanup) Progress When Pigs Fly Nicky bailey initiated (created pages) Continue AquaChoco1997 (images and cleanup) Only Night Captured by Michael Continued by Wikia Lord AquaChoco1997 (images and cleaning) Only The Dawn Received by Tusk's til Dawn
AquaChoco1997 (images and cleaning) Only AquaChoco1997 (images and cleaning) Only initiated Sandbox levels received by Michael, Wikia Lord AquaChoco1997 (images and cleaning) Continued only by Launched Way Hogs Taken by Michael, Wikia AquaChoco1997 Lord (images and cleanup) Only Angry Birds Star Wars Angry
Birds Angry Birds Star Wars II Angry Birds Stella Angry Birds POP has started! Bölge Durumu İlerleme Orman (Bölge 1 1-15) PrinceGoldenGale Done Şelale (Bölge 2 16-30) PrinceGoldenGale Done Forest Haven (Bölge 3 31-45) PrinceGoldenGale Halfway Beach Party (Bölge 4 46-60) Açık N/A 5 (61-75) Açık N/A (76-95) Açık tarafından
tamamlanan N/A 7 (96-115) Açık N/A 8 (116-135) Açık N/A 9 (136-155) Açık N/A 10 (156-175) Açık N/A 11 (176-195) Açık N/A 12 (196-215) Açık N/A 13 (216-235) Açık N/A 14 (236-255) Açık N/A 15 (256-275) Açık N/A 16 (276-295) Açık N/A 17 (296-320) Açık N/A 18 (321-34) 0) Açık N/A 19 (341-360) Açık N/A 20 (361-385) Açık N/A 21
(386-405) Açık N/A 22 (406-425) Açık N/A 23 (426-445) Açık N/A Angry Birds Blast! This section is under construction. Chapter Status Progress 1 Taken Just Started Angry Birds Evolution by PrinceGoldenGale This episode is under construction. Chapter Status Progress Part 1 Open N/A Part 2 Open N/A Community content is available
under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. ANGRY BIRDS 2 - Android game with release date 23/07/2015 from Rovio. Game Type: Casual. In the article, pumping tips from ball players can be summarized, developers questions players answers, guides for beginners from the official site and secrets to pass the game. Beware, the article
is updated periodically, look at the site more often than Wise Geek. Better Angry Birds 2 download to computer via this connection and play in Full HD resolution with maximum graphics, no brakes and progress protection. Just download the emulator, log into your Google Play account, install the game in the window that appears and you
will be wise. What is Angry Birds 2: Beginner's Guide Angry Birds 2? Angry Birds 2 is a re game of the original Angry Birds game. More battles, more action, more birds! The package will bring together both familiar characters and newcomers - they come together to try again to save pork eggs. But this time it's a little different. Each level
consists of several stages, powerful new spells have appeared, and you can also use the cards - they allow you to choose which bird to start next! Try your luck in the Tower of Fortune by Chance, join the clan and take part in mass battles, measure strength with other players in the Arena - and much, much more! Who's Zeta? Zeta's the
new boss! He flew straight to Cinema 2 Angry Birds and will remain in the game as a boss for a while. Zeta is bad and fearless, but don't worry: it's harder to beat him than any boss pig. She's not a very nice woman. Hat shop, how do I get a hat? You can buy hats from the Hat Shop using the Black Pearl. Click the Hat Shop icon at the top
of the home screen to find a store. After you come to the store, you can view all available hats by type of hat (normal, unusual, rare, magic, etc.) and hat set. Hats you don't have yet are painted gray, so it's easier to find out who you are and how you are nexic. When you click on a set of hats, you will see the price of each hat you can buy.
Please note that hats that can be purchased at the Mighty Eagle Store are not available at this Hat Store. What's this black box under the store? Pearl Treasure in store is a treasure box that only gives you rewards in the form of Black Pearls so you can improve your slings even faster! You can open pearl treasure every 24 hours. What is
a Feather Bonus? Feather Bonus is an interesting way to get more feathers for birds when they increase their level! When the bird rises, if you are lucky, you will receive a Feather Bonus that will give you the opportunity to earn extra feathers for this bird. The first option is free and if you want to get more you can pay extra with gemstones
to choose more cards. What are extra birds? Did you catch the question mark next to Terence? Click on it and see a new place to expand your package! The first additional bird will be Stella, which will remain in the game. To open it, its keys are not required - only pink feathers. The behavior of additional birds differs from the usual herd:
to open them, you need feathers, not keys, so when a new bird appears, all the rewards made with feathers are for them (except rainbow feathers). They do not have hats, so their power depends on the level, as do chicks and slings. They like to sleep and do it often. When additional birds sleep, they can not be used, but if you do not
want to wait, always pay a pair of stones and wake them up early. When your sleep time is up, keep waking extra birds to use them. Not enough feathers? If you do not have enough feathers to open an extra bird, wait a few days. When you open the bird, it takes all the collected feathers and increases its level depending on their number.
In addition, when the bird is open, you can pass rainbow feathers! What's Stella's special talent? If you know Stella, you will probably easily guess that it is her special skill ... Bubbles! True, when he clicks on Stella, he releases bubbles that catch blocks, and when he explodes, he walks free. What about Hal's talent? Hal's acting like a
boomerang, so when he activates his ability, he turns left. What is Bubbles' special ability? Bubbles' special skill to grow to great size! Shoot them in a small hole in the tower and then use a special skill and watch how the growing Bubbles destroy everything around it! Chicks, did you notice a small egg near your sling? Click on it to get a
charming chick and increase the pack strength! How to get it? Everyone will get an egg next to the sling, you just need to choose a name for the game! Click on the egg next to the sling, choose a great name for your chick (after that you can not change it). You can wait for it to hatch, or you can pay for some stones to speed up hatching.
When he hatches, you will have to feed him apples every day so that he does not leave the nest. The chick amplifier raises, and if you increase your level, it will help you get more points! How can I feed my chick? You can find apples as rewards in different parts of the game and buy them at the food store located on the nest screen. The
chick will allow to increase the level of feeding and increase the amplifier. How do I raise my chick level? Feed the chick, fill the scale to increase the level. If you want to increase the level of chicks faster, you can also pay for stones for it. To do this, level up! just click . Button. The color of the chick in each level will change, and as it
increases, the amplifier will increase. This makes the chick more hungry, so it is higher than its level, it's going to be apples Now if you want to raise the chick level, you can stop at the desired level and just keep feeding it every day. What if my battery goes away? If you don't feed the chick, she will take hungry and eventually fly to find a
place where she can get food. If it goes by, the chick booster will be reset, and if you want to start over, you'll get a new egg. To prevent this from happening, it is only necessary to show your love of chicks and feed it every day! What are rainbow feathers? Rainbow feathers are the type of reward that allows you to choose the bird you
want to give feathers to. When you get this type of feather, a pop-up window appears in front of you and it will ask you to choose the bird that will take these feathers, touch it and finish you off! Please note that when you win this award, you can choose a single bird that will receive feathers. This means that you can not separate them
among different birds, but winning these feathers you can always choose different birds. What are the special abilities of birds? Most birds have unique abilities that can be unlocked by clicking on their images on the screen. There is a tutorial about the special abilities of each bird, it can be seen when you add it to your first herd. The
effects for each bird are almost the same as other Angry Birds games. Ed. Red has a more violent battle cry that can help knock down towers from a short distance. Blues. One feature of the Blues is its ability to triple, in addition, the power of the Blues lies in ice buildings. Chuck. Chuck works best against a tree and enters the house with
extra acceleration when you touch the screen. Matilda, how. Matilda throws an egg bomb and throws herself. Serebryanka? Serebryanka destroys the stone particularly well and creates a loop when touched. Bomb. When you touch the screen or come into contact with something else, the bomb goes off. Be careful not to press too soon!
Terence, how. Look at him - he doesn't need special abilities, he's big, he's bad, he's brave! What does bird strength depend on? Bird strength shows the strength of each bird. This depends on 4 indicators: Hat level; Sling level; Card level; Chick level. You can watch them by opening the first screen and clicking on any bird (information
appears on the left side). The strength of the bird is shown at the top right of the map. Hat level. It depends on the hat placed on the bird. When you click on a bird, the available hats appear on the left. The number next to the zipper on the hat reflects its level of strength. Sling Level. This hat can be raised by collecting full sets. The more
complete sets you have, the better the sling sling. Hats can be found in crates and the Tower of Fortune, or purchased for black pearls in the hat store located at the top left of the home screen. Card level. To increase the level of a bird's card, it is needed to collect suitable feathers! Red needs red feathers, Chuck yellow, White, et cetera!
If you're lucky or pass a special test, get unusual rainbow feathers! You can give me any of your birds! Chick level. Increase the level of chicks, increase their factor. For each feeding, they give a pair of rainbow feathers! To see all four items at the same time, open the hat menu and press the i key on the left. Angry Birds 2: Game Guide
Jackpot Egg. The incredible prize you can get on the highest floor of the Tower of Fortune. If you are lucky and choose a card with a jackpot egg, you can get many rewards on an egg! Every day, rewards are different, including the legendary hat (which you don't already have) and thousands of feathers! You can see what the jackpot egg
contains throughout the day by clicking on the Tower of Chance. What's a black pearl and a hat? It is a very valuable currency that you can use to buy hats for your black pearl birds. You can collect black pearls as rewards in the game. Hats provide additional benefits for your birds, and these advantages can be just as high as the cost of
a hat increases. When you can collect all the hats from the same set, your equipment will be updated and will also increase your overall scores. Even if it is a very valuable hat, then it is still worth it to buy cheap sets of hats, as this increases your suit abilities. What are cards and how do they work? You start each game with a certain
number of cards. Each card contains a bird or a spell. The number of cards you have is displayed in the lower-left corner. Choose three visible cards from the bird to use next. You can get more cards by completing the Destructometer. When the destructometer is full, make it an extra card! The more damage you do, the faster the scale
will be enough! What is magic and how does it work? Spells are cards that you can use to make it easier for you to complete the hard part. You can get magic as a reward in crates and just choose a spell per game session. There are 5 spells: a golden duck falls from the sky and can bring down buildings and pop pigs! A blizzard turns
entire buildings into ice. He's blowing up the cold boar. Inflating the pigs inflates some pigs, making them larger. The mighty Eagle destroys everything on his way with his beloved sardines! I can't use magic on bosses, help! Spells are disabled in boss battles. Your pack you just need to beat the boss pig using your own skills! The level
began to look different - not like the last time I passed! Why? Pigs are not the best builders. Sometimes they build buildings in a hurry. Therefore, when you pass the level again, you will notice that everything changes a little. But the difficulty level remains the same - and the maximum number of points you can get per level - so the
changes don't affect your score. Angry Birds 2: Walkthrough Events will take place for a limited time. During these, you can get additional rewards and how to have fun! Active events are shown A timer and icons at the bottom of the first screen allow you to determine the events that are currently occurring! Watch out for the timer so you
don't miss out on the opportunity to receive additional rewards! In addition to hat and adventure activities, there are four other events in the game. Black pearl party. During the Black Pearl Party event, the number of eponymous prizes doubled! This is a great opportunity for pearls to accumulate in the desired set! Feather madness. As the
Feather Madness event continues, the number of feathers received as a reward doubles! It's time to get this package and increase your power to a new level! Arena: super series. Arena: During the Super Series event, you can receive generous rewards for a series of victories from 10 matches! Collect a pack and test your strength in
battles against other players. If the winning streak is long enough, great rewards await you! Fire chicks. The Chicks double the chick multiplier throughout the Fever incident. That means getting extra apples! Collecting fruits, raising the level of chicks and reaching new heights in other events! What is Jet Racing? In this case, the chick puts
a jetpack and goes hunting for apples! To start, throw the chick and then tap the screen and hold your finger to rise and leave it lower. Watch out for obstacles! How far, it will be difficult, but collect some apples and increase your score! If the chick encounters anything, the race will end and you will be presented with the final score and
ratings of the best players. Then you will get new initiatives and increase the score. The best players will receive big prizes after the event. Do I need a pet to join? The event is only available to players who own chicks. If you don't already have a chick, look at the home screen and get it! What does my score depend on? The final score
depends not only on the distance traveling, but also on the levels of chicks and slings. What are Hat Adventures? Adventures are a fun way to earn extra rewards! They have the same theme as hat sets, and you can only play with birds that have these hats. If you lose the level of adventure, you will have to wait a few minutes before trying
again. To find an adventure, you just have to click on the hat icon below! What are line incidents? Line events are limited-time events that provide an additional bonus to a specific set of hats during the event. For example, a Viking hat set usually has a 3-point multiplier, but it multiplies the score 13 or more times during an event! Where
can I find hats for an event? During the event, you can only buy hats at Fortune Tower. What about the hats after the event? The number of hat multiplier returns to its original value and you can re-purchase them from the Hat Store. The Tower of Fortune will return to normal as soon as the Hat event is over. I miss the extra bonuses!
Although the line events are temporary, events and :) What is Angry Birds 2: Powerful Eagle Secrets Powerful Eagle Shop where you can get a chance to get an additional bonus? Mighty Eagle Store Bootcamp is a place where you can use Mighty Eagle coins earned during season preparation on the Mighty Eagle training site. Click the
store icon to visit. This special store is only available for a short time at the beginning of next season. You can buy special products such as animated avatars, rainbow feathers and Samurai hats! If you don't spend all your Mighty Eagle money before the store disappears, it will be available to you next season when the store reopens.
Training camp Mighty Eagle Mighty Eagle Training Camp will test your skills! Training every day in camp and you can earn Mighty Eagle points. If you make the top 100, your name will appear on the list of season leaders! Depending on how well you manage your daily training, you get points, and the framework of your player portrait
depends on it, and you show everyone your progress in training camp. When the new season begins, all players' scores are reset, the frame returns to normal, and you have another chance to reach the top of the leader table! But your progress will not be wasted! At the end of the season you will receive a Mighty Eagle coin; the amount
you receive depends on the level of the frame. Mighty Eagle coins are used in mighty eagle store where you can buy many cool items. The store is only available at the beginning of the new season, and if you have any spare money left, they will be saved until the next store view. Note: If you reinstload Angry Birds 2 for security reasons,
you'll have to wait 3 days to access mighty eagle training camp. How can you join the Mighty Eagle Training Camp? To participate in Mighty Eagle Training Camp, you must reach at least 6 star levels and choose your player name. To enter Training Camp, just click on the Mighty Eagle icon next to Fortune Tower. Click Playe to start
playing or learn about today's workout. The first game of the day is free, if you want to increase your score for the day, you can join 60 gems again. You can see the top 100 results of the day. If you click on the Best players, you will see the top 100 players of the season, and by clicking on the Best clans, you will see the top 100 clans of
the current season. Angry Birds 2: How do I know when my Clan Guide Clan partners were last online? I wonder how often other members of the clan enter the game. Go to clan members and find out! Click the clan members button on the left: and you will see a light bulb in the upper right corner of each soklanets card. It has several
design options: Green is currently a player online! Yellow - the player has been in the game for the last three days. Off - the last time a player was online 4 to 8 days ago. Broken - It has not been online for 8 days or more. What are clan events? Events are an opportunity for clan members to work together and receive a grand prize! When
an event occurs, it appears on the right side of the clan window with a timer indicating the time remaining until the event ends. When you click the event icon, the event screen appears. This screen displays a list of your clan's leaders and the total points earned by each member of your clan for this event, as well as the total points earned
by your clan. The counter on the right shows the total clan points and rewards to receive at the end of the assignment. The task itself is to earn points for the team and win a number of victories. Passing each level gives a point. Each subsequent victory adds points to your total points, while losing points. As expected, the bigger the clan
wins, the better the rewards. From now on, all that needs to be done is press the game's start button and it will pass at various levels! When the event is complete, It's Complete! Appears in the activity icon on the clan's page. When the event opens, the Collect button appears to receive rewards, and below is a timer that shows the time
remaining to receive earned rewards. If you did not participate in the event, you will not be able to claim any prizes. How to leave the clan? To leave a clan, first click the Clans icon on the package screen to go to the Clans section. Now you will see information about the clan you are a member of. Click the Clan Information button and you
will see a red Clan Abandon button. After you click on it, a window appears asking you to confirm that you really want to leave the clan. Just press the red Clan button again to confirm your decision! Please note that clan leaders can only leave their clans if they first advance their assistants to leader status. How do I upgrade/drop or
remove a clan member? Only the clan leader or assistant can control clan members. To do this, go to your clan's page, and then click clan members. After that, you can view members of your clan and click on the profile of the player you want to upgrade, drop or remove from your status. In the player's profile, you will see icons with
options that you can use for your director. As a leader, you can upgrade members to assistant status or sub-assistant status up to a normal member level. Ordinary members of the clan can be removed at any time, however, to remove an assistant from the clan, it must first be reduced by the clan leader to the status of an ordinary
member, and only after that will the option of deleting it become available. An assistant can promote other members of the clan to assistant status, but not the status of other assistants. Assistants can also remove rank-and-file clan members (but not other helpers). How to create a clan? open the Clans section on the main menu screen.
Then click Create Clan. You'll see a window where you can start building your clan. Click the Clan Name section to enter the name you want for your clan. Because this name cannot be changed later, select it carefully. Click on the Clan Description to add a brief description of your clan. You can click to select an icon for your clan to the
left of the specified sections. On the right, you can choose a place for your clan. You won't be able to change the location after you create the clan, so choose carefully! Finally, you can also select the clan type. The open clan type means that anyone can add to it. If your clan is closed, potential members will send a request to join the clan
before joining, which must be approved by you or your assistants. Just click Create after selecting all the necessary options! The cost of creating a clan is 350 jewels. How do you join the clan? To join a clan, you must have at least Star Ranking 7 and choose a name for the game. After receiving Star Ranking, you can go to the Clans
section of the game by clicking on the Clans icon on the main menu screen. You will be given the option to join an existing clan or create your own. Click Join Clan and you can browse clans looking for more members. Especially if you are looking for a clan (for example, if your friends have already created a clan), click Search Clans and
you can search by name/identifier, location, type, and number of participants of the Clan. When you find the Clan that interests you, join this clan! just click the button! If the clan is closed, there will be a Request button instead. When you click there, a request will be sent to join the clan; It must be approved by the clan leader or assistant
before joining. What is Clan Wars? Clan Wars is a competitive option that allows a clan to fight against other clans. Compete with another clan to prove your strength and win big prizes! To fight in the Clans Clash, the clan leader or his/her assistant must first accept the challenge in the Events panel on the clan's home screen. You can
sign up for battle with another clan within 24 hours. Remember that there must be at least 5 members to compete in the clan! If a player joins the clan after the battle begins, they will not be able to participate in the battle and will have to wait for the next battle. Once the challenge is accepted, it will match another clan clan with the same
number of members and the same clan strength. After that, you can start the war! All players will play at the same level, their main goal being to get the most points. All players from both clans are assigned a place on the leaderboard based on previously earned points, and each player receives a certain amount of Golden Eggs based on
the position in this rating. eggs). The battle will continue for 48 hours, with the clan collecting the most golden eggs (golden eggs) eventually considered the winner! Next, members of the winning clan will have a 24-hour period to receive the prize won. The level of rewards received depends on the level of the clan participating in the battle,
which covers a higher line in the rating table. The higher the level, the higher the reward! If your opponent has a higher level than your clan's sea, you can get a higher reward for the opponent's level. For example, if your clan is on a silver level and you beat your gold-level opponent, your clan will receive a reward for the gold level! What is
a Clan Chest? A chest to donate to the Clan Chest and also share with clan comrades! Depending on the number of members in your clan, different options with a certain amount of reward for chest will apply to you. Can a clan member buy a clan chest? Anyone who wants to share with their clan comrades can donate the Chest and
receive rewards along with the rest of the clan members. Your clan must have at least 10 members to purchase a Clan Chest. How long will the chest last? After purchasing a Clan Chest, you and other clan members will have 7 days to receive a reward. After that, even if not all rewards are used, the chest disappears. It's important not to
forget: Although each clan Chest has multiple cards, each member can select only one of them, including the player who donated the clan chest. Therefore, there are more opportunities, so you need to act quickly! Angry Birds 2: Arena Guide PvP (player against player) Arena, opponents are selected for you and compete with them for a
gem prize. You have a week to collect as many stars as possible to get into the top division. At the end of the week, the top three players fall to a higher league, and the three weakest players fall to a lower division. Try to collect at least a few stars every week to avoid being desciped! However, the Legendary League is slightly different.
Since this is all the most competitive league, so it should be the best best to be reduced. The points earned in the Arena depend on the level of the bird: the higher the level, the more points you get. You can raise the level of your birds by collecting feathers; With birds at a higher level, you will notice that it is easier to compete with other
players. You can see the number of feathers necessary to increase the level of your birds and their level in the nest. At arena, you can get a winning streak by winning several battles in a row. Every victory in the winning series gives you better rewards, a series of 7 victories! However, in the Legendary League, the series goes all the way
to 10 wins! Defeat in battle will interrupt the series of victories and it will have to start again. After reaching a winning streak of 7 wins (10 in the Legendary League), you start a new series. Why does my opponent have the same two birds? In fact, it is quite normal if your opponent looks the same on both birds! The opposing birds displayed
on the field are not necessarily the birds from which they started the game. The displayed birds show only the order in which they are used. Let's say a competitor has two Terence cards. In this case, Terence is used as well as another bird to fill the destructometer. Then he took another Terence and decided to use it immediately after it
was taken. Thus, both Terences will be shown at the same time, when the birds are used! How does Arena Coordination work? Coordination at the arena works by comparing players to the strength of the herd with the result of similar actions shown by all previous players. Because it's not always possible for players to match the same
degree of herd strength, sometimes your opponent may have a little higher or lower herd strength than you. However, wars are designed for justice to prevail! Battles don't take place in real time, but instead you play against the actions of another player who played at the same level before you. Although this is not an online battle, cards
and points earned from another player previously won still apply. Angry Birds 2: Daily Walkthroughs Big prizes are here! On each floor, you get electoral cards and earn stones, feathers, spells and hats as you rise into the sky. But be careful, all ordinary floors have annoying cards with a pig, ready to get what we won. You can leave the
tower at any time with the collected loot using the Exit button on the left. Even if you choose a card with a pig, the journey is not over yet, you can pay with stones to continue. A jackpot floor where you can win every green floor hat. Also, there are no cards with pigs on these floors! Yellow floors - fold with a super bonus you can earn better
hats! If card selection seems to take a lot of time, you can use the automatic selection function to speed up the migration! This is the following fast-forward icon: With this option, cards are automatically selected after you decide to stop or remove the pig. What are daily assignments? You can earn incredible rewards by completing daily
missions. They consist of three levels that you have to go through, without going down to one level. Get new birds in every level, but you can't lose! The final level can be particularly difficult, so plan your shots carefully. Daily tasks can only be used for one day, so it is better to start doing them in no time! After completing all the levels, in
essence the option similar to daily tasks will unlock King Pig's Panic - there are also three levels in daily tasks that are even more difficult to level, but, of course, give them more rewards The King Pig Panic option will be available after completing the next daily quest, but only for a short time, so hurry! What are Daily Tasks? Daily tasks (as
the name suggests) have goals that are set daily for the player. After completing the daily task, the player receives a small amount of jewelry and is given a pen as a reward to complete the 6-Day mission. Daily missions can vary slightly from day to day and include a variety of in-game missions, such as completing the Daily Challenge,
playing in the Arena or fortune tower. Although completing all Daily tasks is not a prerequisite, it is still very useful, as it is Success to complete all daily tasks! Angry Birds 2: Why Are Technical Issues Leaving Angry Birds 2? Depending on your device's operating system, Angry Birds 2 may ask you for permission to access photos, social
networks and storage. Access to the repossess is very important. Game downloadable apps want access to the store due to restrictions imposed. You may need to download additional files that are required for the game to work, so Angry Birds 2 also wants you to access the device's storage. In other words, Angry Birds 2 need storage
access on your device to download a second file, which without which the game cannot work. If you don't allow the game, you can't download it. Why doesn't the game work if I won't let you? If you do not give access to the game store, it will not be possible to download files that will not work without it, so it will not be possible to play. If you
didn't allow it and clicked ask again, you'll need to manually give the game in the device settings to play the game. Please note that Angry Birds 2 will never use personal data on your device. The game only has access to game files. Can I play the game on more than one device? Of course you can! Connect your game to your Facebook
profile and enjoy playing birds on as many devices as you want. Connecting to Facebook also gives you the opportunity to compete with your friends! Angry Birds 2: What is a jewellery letter from Donator Episode? It is one of the jewelry sets available to buy a Gemstone Letter. In the Gem Store, a series of letters with jewelry on a pink
background with an image of a mailbox filled with gemstones. Instead of a one-time sum of stones, the Precious Stone letter differs from other sets in that it is entitled to 70 stones per day for 30 days collected as a result of the passing of daily tasks. Please note that the stones are not automatically added to your balance and must be
collected daily. Unspubstant stones will disappear! What are bonus brands? Bonus stamps or points are earned by shopping at the Gem Store. To view brands, go to the Gem Store and click on the Bonus tab. In this tab you will see how many brands you have won and how many brands you have earned until the next bonus. Collecting
enough stamps to open a level level, you can claim a reward for it. For example, it only requires 5 points to unlock the first bonus level. To open the next level, another 95 brands (i.e., 100 total) are required - this can be seen in the picture above, etc. Angry Birds 2: Standards of Conduct If you encounter suspicious or inappropriate
behavior from another player, please report it to the support team! First, open the profile of the player you want to report. This can be done at any time by clicking on the player's avatar image! If there is a specific message that you want to make available to the attention of the support service, click the chat icon in the player's avatar next to
that particular message you want to report. Then just click the Report button. After that, a message form is displayed that you can use to send a message to the support service to directly report any offensive or obscene content, whether it's a clan name, clan description, clan message, player name, or player chat. When creating a
message, please explain in as much detail as possible why you sent it, including screenshots confirming inappropriate behavior. Please use this feature to send messages respons respons respons responseally. The consequences of incorrect use of this function will require up to a temporary ban on the game! You can also prevent
messages from a player who behaves maliciously or obscenely expresses themselves at any time by clicking the Block button on the player's profile. When you block another player, all messages from that player are hidden from you. Each other respect. Angry Birds 2 is a game for everyone, and developers hope all players respect each
other. Do not insult, threaten, harass or intimidate other players or otherwise create an unsafe environment. Among the things considered unacceptable: Blasphemy, racism and other discriminatory language; Profanity or obscene language; Threats or bullying; Bullying. Swearing and mop. If you encounter a player who behaves
maliciously or disrespectfully towards you or other players, please inform the player of the support service to take appropriate precautions. Don't cheat. Game developers hope all players play fair, which means they don't cheat or speculate to gain an unfair advantage over other players. Cheats, hacks, modifications and tools of third-party
programs are not allowed for use in the game. It is also unacceptable by using spaces in the game. If the player is found to have cheated in any way in the game, he will be immediately blocked. Why was I blocked? Angry Birds 2 has a zero tolerance policy for cheating or abusive behavior in the game. While all players who violate the
Terms of Service and the End User License Agreement (EULA) are denied access to the game, all progress is lost. Some of the violations that will lead to the account including (but not limited to): Hacking or modifying a game; Use of game deficits; Use unregistered third-party software to modify or interfere with the game; A hateful,
humiliating, obscene or offensive way of communicating. Article author: Nadezhda D. D.
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